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A B S T R A C T

We review the scientific efforts over the last decades to reconstruct erosion from continuous alpine lake sediment records. We focused both on methodological issues, showing the growing importance of non-destructive high resolution approaches (XRF core-scanner) as well as progresses in the understanding of processes leading to the creation of an “erosion signal” in lakes. We distinguish “continuous records” from “event-records”. Both provide complementary information but need to be studied with different approaches. Continuous regionally-relevant records proved to be particularly pertinent to document regional erosion patterns throughout the Holocene, in particular applying the source to sink approach. Event-based approaches demonstrated and took advantage of the strong non-linearity of sediment transport in high altitude catchment areas. This led to flood frequency and intensity reconstructions, highlighting the influence of climate change upon flood dynamics in the mountain.

The combination of different record types, both in terms of location (high vs. low elevation), sedimentology (high vs. low terrigenous contribution) and significance (local vs. regional) is one of the main outputs of this paper. It allows the establishment of comprehensive histories of NW French Alps erosion, but also and consequently, soil dynamics and hydrological patterns throughout the Holocene. We also discuss the influence of glacier dynamics, one of the major agents of erosion in the Alps.

A major feature is the growing human influence upon erosion at a local scale since at least the middle of the Bronze Age (3500 cal. BP). However and according to the regional record from Lake Bourget, only few periods of rising erosion at local scales generated a regional record that can be discriminated from wetter climatic periods. Among them, the period between 200 BCE and 400 AD appeared to be marked by a generalised rise in human-triggered erosion at local scales in the northern French Alps.

This review highlights the importance of modern high-resolution and interdisciplinary studies of lake sediments, in order to better understand the complex relationships between humans, climate and the Earth system in general. We strongly argue that regional integration of data is now required to move a step further. Such an integration is easier with cost- and time-effective methods as well as after a better definition of approaches and their limits. This should lead to a stronger collaboration between paleo-data producers and modellers in the near future.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Erosion processes dynamically link the lithosphere, the atmosphere, the hydrosphere and to some extent the biosphere and the sociosphere. They are thus involved in most processes affecting the “Earth critical zone”. In this paper we aim at showing how a regional scale study of alpine lake sediments allowed reconstructing the evolution of different erosion processes throughout the Holocene. Our aim is both to detail and discuss the methods and to synthetize the results obtained from a variety of geologic records that were studied over the last 15 years. We finally propose new perspectives upon both climate and human histories over the last millennia and show perspectives to pursue the effort toward a better knowledge of erosion dynamics throughout the Anthropocene.

Erosion is a generic term used to describe a set of processes leading to the dismantling of the most elevated parts of Earth’s surface (sources) while lower parts (sinks) are mantled by erosion products. Erosion comprises i) surface processes, that prepare the dismantling of rocks — i.e. physical and/or chemical weathering — ii) grabbing processes by carrying fluids — mostly running water and wind — iii) transport processes by those fluids and iv) the accumulation of solid or dissolved matter into a sink. Erosion should be defined as an ensemble of Earth surface processes that transfer matter from a source to a - more or less remote - sink (Fig. 1). Floods for instance, generate erosion through their grabbing effect. But in return the nature and intensity of weathering processes modulate their solid load and thus how much they are hazardous. Vegetation cover is also an important component modulating Earth critical zone processes. On the one hand, it favours the formation of weathered rock surfaces that are easier to erode than non-weathered rocks, but on the other hand roots and aerial vegetation act as a physical protection of soils against erosion. The flux of matter from sources to sinks thus depends primarily on climate, pedogenesis and vegetation. The two latter forcing factors have been affected for millennia by human activities (Dearing and Jones, 2003; Pope and van Andel, 1984). However, the recent and worldwide spread of human control on Earth surface processes, including urban soil sealing, intensive river damming or large scale water management, completely overpasses natural processes in many regions of the world (Syvitski, 2005; Syvitski and Kettner, 2011), including the European Alps (Jenny et al., 2014). Our study includes the last century together with longer time-scales. However, we focused on longest time-scales aiming at replacing Earth-climate-human interactions into a long-term perspective. This is indeed required to understand the processes underlying the Anthropocene (Costanza et al., 2007; Dearing and Jones, 2010).

Because it affects pedogenesis, soil dynamics and vegetation, human land-use is an important forcing factor of erosion. Moreover, growing intensity of water management throughout the last centuries completely modified the erosion budget on a worldwide scale (Skalak et al., 2013; Syvitski, 2005). Indeed, the growing impact of human practices on erosion is one of the main manifestations of the Anthropocene (Brown et al., 2013; Poirier et al., 2011; Syvitski and Kettner, 2011) that is defined as the period when humans became a planet-wide geological factor (Zalasiewicz et al., 2011). However, whereas the concept of the Anthropocene is very young (Crutzen, 2002), the complex interplay between humans and erosion is well-known for millennia. As early as the IVth century BC, the Antique Greek philosopher Plato reported in his dialogue Critias, the threats due to erosion in terms of fertile soil loss (Jowett, 1892). Indeed, it is in the Mediterranean realm and in connection with archaeological studies, that modern science addressed the question of human-erosion relationships through millennia (van Andel et al., 1990). First studies were based on the compilation of outcrop observations which were related to population assessments based on archaeological discoveries (Pope and van Andel, 1984). This participated in the idea that humans became, as early as in the Bronze Age, a major geological agent, at least at local to regional scales. Such an approach is still very viable, in particular in regions like Greece, where erosion processes challenge the current societal development and where archaeological legacy is important (e.g. Butzer, 2005; Lespez, 2003). However, this does not permit to reconstruct processes and triggering factors both continuously and along a common chronological framework. Recent studies of modern-time erosion took advantage of the sediment cascade concept to understand and model erosion fluxes (Burt and Allison, 2010). However, at our knowledge no studies yet transposed it to paleo records. There is also an abundant literature aiming at describing and quantifying current erosion processes in the Alps, especially from debris flows (e.g. Berger et al., 2011) and colluvial fans (e.g. Hornung et al., 2010) analysis. However, to quantify the current erosion in mountain areas remains challenging (Konz et al., 2012).

Lake sediment can be used to bridge the gap between past discontinuous records and the study of modern erosion dynamics.

---

**Fig. 1.** Conceptual model of the erosion cycle and effects of the three main triggering factors (temperature, rainfall patterns and land cover) upon the four stages of the erosion cycle (weathering, grabbing, transportation, accumulation).
Indeed, they contain both remains of past land-use (pollen, macro-remains, non-pollen palynomorphs, DNA etc.) and the terrigenous fraction brought by erosion from the catchment area to the lake bottom. Such an approach was developed in the late 1980’s by a group of pioneers, in particular Frank Oldfield and John Dearing, who applied it with success both in Papua New Guinea (Oldfield et al., 1980) and Northern Europe (Dearing, 1983; Dearing et al., 1987; Foster et al., 1985). Since then, growing questions about Holocene climate fluctuations boosted the interest for Holocene sediment sequences. In particular, abundant literature was dedicated to the search for the link between terrigenous fluxes and precipitation patterns. The onset of high resolution, non-destructive and cost effective investigation tools based on rock magnetic, physical and geochemical sediment properties marked the early 2000’s participating in the increasing amount of studied sequences and a better definition of Holocene hydroclimate variability (Arnaud et al., 2005; Bertrand et al., 2007; Chapron et al., 2002; Haug, 2001). However, in areas where human activities deeply shaped the environment for millennia it appeared more and more obvious that reconstructing climate from erosion cannot be successful without understanding the influence of human practices and inversely (Arnaud et al., 2005; Dearing and Jones, 2003; Foster et al., 2003; Giguët-Covex et al., 2014, 2012; Jones et al., 2013). As a consequence, climate and land-use changes as well as their impacts upon the erosion cycle must be understood together in order to be able to reconstruct each of them accurately.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Studied records and erosion proxies

This paper aims at reviewing studies on erosion-related topics using lake sediments in the Alps. It is mainly based upon the results from nine sediment sequences taken from 8 lakes in the French Alps (supplementary material Table S1; Fig. 2). Most of those sequences — 6 over 8 — span at least the last 7000 years and are spread from 230 m up to 2300 m asl (Table S1). A special focus was brought to the upper River Rhône catchment area (Fig. 2), from which 7 sediment records were studied. They were taken from 6 lakes covering an altitudinal gradient of 2000m, considering their own altitude and 4500 m, considering the altitude of their catchment areas (Table S1). It was hence possible to compare results on a regional basis in a common chronological, climatic and cultural framework. All selected sequences present a well-studied signal of terrigenous input and most of them — 7 over 9 — were also studied through environmental proxies such as pollen, charcoal, biomarker and/or sediment DNA. All those sequences were previously published along with a detailed age-depth model with age uncertainty less than ± 100 years.

Twenty-one other lake sediment records of terrigenous discharge were considered in the present review (Table S1). They were mostly studied to document flood-triggered deposits or glacier dynamics (Fig. 2). Ten of them were stacked into a Northern and five in a Southern Alps flood activity curve by Wirth et al. (2013; Fig. 2).

As matter of comparison we included reconstructions of Rhône floodplain hydro-sedimentary dynamics in the vicinity of Lake Bourget (Salvador and Berger, 2014, Fig. 2). We also integrated paleohydrological records independent of erosion dynamics: the lake level record from Lake Cerin (Magny et al., 2011) in the Jura Mountain and the two longest and most complete tree-ring-based reconstructions of Holocene glacier fluctuations in the Alps (Fig. 2) from glaciers Aletsch (Holzhauser et al., 2005) and Mer de Glace (Leroy, 2012).

Regarding lake sediment records we divided the studied sequences into “continuous” and “event-based”, depending on the nature of erosion signals (Table S1). In general, this distinction fits with an altitudinal gradient: low elevation lakes often yield continuous sediment records whereas high altitude lakes provide event-based records.

2.2. Low elevation lakes: continuous erosion records

In low elevation lakes, the sediment is a mixture of autochthonous and allochthonous particles. This is typically the case of low altitude hard water lakes fed by streams or rivers. Making the assumption that the autochthonous flux varies far less than the terrigenous - which was recently demonstrated in the case of Lake Bourget (Arnaud and Revillon, 2015) - it is possible to use a high resolution proxy for the terrigenous fraction as a proxy of terrigenous flux (Arnaud et al., 2005; Bertrand et al., 2007; Wessels, 1998), as commonly done in paleoceanography (Bloomendal and deMenocal, 1989; Chapman and Shackleton, 1998; Haug, 2001). This was done in low elevation lakes Bourget (Arnaud et al., 2012, 2005; Debret et al., 2010), Moras (Doyen et al., 2013), Paladru (Simonneau et al., 2013b) and La Thuile (Bajard et al., 2015), all located in the Northern French Alpine Foreland, as well as in Lake Constance in the course of the River Rhine (Wessels, 1998).

An important parameter in interpreting continuous erosion records is the size of the lake catchment area. In our case records can be divided into two types: small lakes with restricted catchment areas (<10 km²) providing local information and large lakes with a large catchment area (~4000 km²) yielding regional information. Both records are highly complementary. Indeed, we assume that local records provide details of various human practices and ecological dynamics (such as soil and vegetation developments) which are highly dependent on local parameters: altitude, lithology as well as cultural, technological and economic factors. On the contrary, we assume regional records are less affected by local human disturbances and are representative of the regional evolution of erosional patterns including climatic changes. Verifying those assumptions was one of the underlying purposes of our research over the last 10 years.

Numerous publications are presenting several thousand years-long continuous erosion records from low altitude alpine lakes with small-scale (<100 km²) catchment areas (Bajard et al., 2015; Cruise et al., 2009; Czymzik et al., 2013; Dearing et al., 2001; Doyen et al., 2013; Foster et al., 2003; Joannin et al., 2014; Jones et al., 2013; Lauterbach et al., 2012; Manalt et al., 2001; Noël et al., 2001; Simonneau et al., 2013b; Swierczynski et al., 2013). In those cases, the terrigenous flux or at least the more commonly and more accurately-measured relative terrigenous contribution to the sediment can be obtained. XRF core-scanners bring a valuable improvement of such an approach, allowing reconstruction of geochemical anomalies linked to the input of terrigenous particles at high resolution (Bertrand et al., 2007; Doyen et al., 2016, 2013; Haug, 2001; Simonneau et al., 2013b). To go a step further it is also possible to reconstruct erosion patterns through weathering indexes based on the assumption that minerals (alumina-silicates) preferentially lose certain cations, such as potassium (K) or sodium (Na) vs. silicon (Si) or aluminium (Al) during weathering processes. Traditionally, this can be tracked using the chemical index of alteration (CIA) (Nesbitt and Young, 1982). However, because Na cannot be measured by XRF core-scanners and Al is often close to the limit of detection, we proposed the K/Ti ratio as a high resolution proxy of chemical weathering (Arnold et al., 2012).

Such an approach was adopted for lakes Moras (Doyen et al., 2013) and La Thuile (Bajard et al., 2015; Doyen et al., 2013). This can be completed by organic matter provenance proxies as it was performed for Lake Paladru (Simonneau et al., 2013b).
When compared to “small lake” studies, there are very few publications of large lake erosion records of regional significance. In the alpine realm, this was only the case for the few papers dedicated to long cores taken from Lake Constance in the 1990s (Wessels, 1998) as well as for the long cores from Lake Bourget we took in 2000 (Chapron et al., 2005), 2001 (Arnaud et al., 2005; Chapron et al., 2005) and 2004 (Arnaud et al., 2012; Debret et al., 2010). Indeed, from our knowledge no Holocene large-scale basin erosion records were ever published from lakes Geneva, Zurich, Garda, Como or Iseo, to speak only about the largest, deepest and most studied ones. Those lakes were on the other hand intensively studied through geophysical (seismic) investigations revealing active depocenters filled by several tens of meters of Holocene sediments brought by some of the main rivers draining the Alps as well as giant mass-wasting deposits (Baster et al., 2003; Fanetti et al., 2008; Finckh et al., 1984; Fiore et al., 2011; Girardclou et al., 2005; Hsu and Kelts, 1970). When sediment cores spanning the whole Holocene were retrieved from coring sites that were not directly exposed to deposition of the main rivers, studied proxies were in general not related to erosion (Anadon et al., 2006) or not representative of the whole lake catchment area (Girardclou et al., 2005; Lauterbach et al., 2012; Lister et al., 1983; Moscariello et al., 1998). One can only regret this state of research, especially since we know that perialpine lakes are one of the world hotspots in the 1970’s where fundamental limnogeology (Hsu and Kelts, 1984) and sedimentology (Hsu, 1989) concepts and investigation tools were designed and tested.

Back to our aim of reconstructing alpine erosion under climate and human pressures in the Alps, those records are potentially highly valuable because they are widely representative. As a matter of fact, the few related studies are currently among the most cited paleohydrological publications from the Alps. There are many other well-suited lakes around the Alps for such studies. However, until now technical limitations precluded them to be cored due to an excessive water depth and high Holocene sediment accumulation. Indeed, to recover such sequences heavy drilling equipment is required which often is beyond the funding capacities of standard research programs. Lake Bourget is probably the perialpine lake from which the longest and most studied sediment sequences were recovered (Arnaud et al., 2012, 2005; Chapron et al., 2005; Debret et al., 2010; Jacob et al., 2009, 2008a, 2008b; Magny et al., 2012). Noteworthy is the major research effort in the late 1990’s: drilling of Lake Annecy, which generated a large number of papers collected in a 2001 special issue of the Journal of Paleolimnology (Oldfield and Berthier, 2001). However, regarding erosion patterns, Lake Annecy represents a slightly smaller catchment area which does not permit to integrate erosion at a regional scale whereas it developed to be a major site to discuss erosion processes (Dearing et al., 2001; Foster et al., 2003; Jones et al., 2013).

While they were taken in different parts of Lake Bourget, cores LDB01-I and LDB04-I yielded very similar geochemical records (Arnaud et al., 2012). We used those signals as unique windows into regional erosion patterns along the course of the Rhone River, one of the four major rivers draining the Alps. At Lake Bourget, the so-called French Upper Rhone drains about 4000 km². The Swiss part of the Rhone catchment is here neglected as all sediment eroded upstream is supposed to be trapped in Lake Leman. In such a large mountain area the geologic diversity of potential erosion sources allows to distinguish crystalline massifs (i.e. Mont Blanc and Aiguilles Rouges) from prealpine sedimentary and low grade metamorphic rocks (Revel-Rolland et al., 2005). Moreover, the huge vertical gradient of more than 4500 m, from Lake Bourget (230 m asl) to the summit of Mont Blanc (4808 m asl) results in a large diversity of soil weathering that also can be tracked through the composition of the terrigenous fraction. We coupled low resolution methods with high levels of explanation (Nd isotopes; element geochemistry) and high resolution XRF core-scanner data (K/Ti ratios) to follow the evolution of weathering patterns and physical erosion patterns within the whole catchment area.

We took advantage of the specific setting at Lake Bourget to
develop a source to sink approach illustrated in Fig. 3. This highlights mineralogical markers (CIA and K/Ti) vary both with provenance source (i.e. crystalline massifs vs. sedimentary and metamorphic ones) and altitude (degree of soil weathering). On the contrary, εNd varies only with provenance without being affected by weathering processes. This is particularly interesting as all glaciated areas are located in a small part of the catchment area that is largely dominated by crystalline rocks, i.e. with εNd < −5. We then postulated that human activities did not spread with the same intensity at different altitudes. The extreme illustration of it is the obvious absence of agro-pastoral activities on high altitude glaciated areas. Accordingly, one knows that pastures can be located at higher elevation than crops. Taking account those facts, we were able to discuss forcing factors of erosion fluxes throughout the Holocene.

Moreover, fluvial dynamics of the River Rhône were intensively studied throughout the Late Glacial and the Holocene in the vicinity of Lake Bourget. In particular a recent synthesis of the evolution of the so-called Basses Terres area (Salvador and Berger, 2014), just downstream Lake Bourget, provides a totally independent erosion record that complements the one of Lake Bourget.

Coupling the Lake Bourget regional signal with local records of smaller lakes as well as independent records of fluvial dynamics will allow us to discuss the history of erosion at various spatial scales.

2.3. Records of high elevation erosion-events

In mountain areas, lake sedimentology depends highly on the catchment-lake relationship. Indeed when the catchment area is large compared to the lake surface area and is made of easily erodible material such as periglacial tills and moraines or shales, the existence of vertical gradients combined with the occurrence of heavy rainfall events can lead to very high sedimentation rates sustained by erosion processes (including glacier erosion, rock breaking by frost action, overgrazing, heavy rainfall grabbing and extreme stream transport). This leads often to average sedimentation rates between 2 and 5 mm/a (Giguet-Covex et al., 2011; Wilhelm et al., 2013, 2012b). On the opposite, lakes with restricted catchment areas represent very low sedimentation rates (Anderson et al., 2011; Ilyashuk et al., 2011), typically around 100μm/a, due to the absence of significant terrigenous input and low primary productivity leading to very low production of autochthonous components (mainly organic matter and biogenic opal). This last type of lakes is not well-suited to reconstruct past erosion patterns. In some cases, however, exceptional periods of soil destabilisation can be recorded highlighting major environmental shifts (Brisset et al., 2013). This remains exceptional and most of our high elevation records are related to lake systems with a sedimentology dominated by terrigenous input (lakes Anterne, Allos, Blanc Aiguilles Rouges, Blanc Belledonne).

In Europe, most mountain stream systems are torrential, which means water discharge is highly sporadic with alternating long periods of low waters and some rare and short episodes of flash floods that can be devastating. As a consequence the sediment accumulation in high altitude terrigenous lake systems is characterized by elevated and highly variable sedimentation rates. Accumulation is a succession of complex flood deposits of varying thickness and grain size. In such cases, establishing age-models is challenging as the sedimentology is complex and submitted to various disturbances. Among them, earthquake shaking are particularly problematic as they can generate instantaneous mass wasting deposits which can be misinterpreted as flood deposits (Arnaud et al., 2006, 2002; Doig, 1990; Wilhelm et al., 2016a). Moreover, in such systems the allochthonous fraction largely dominates the sediment composition which precludes the use of geochemical logging as a proxy of average terrigenous input. Reconstructing erosion then requires to multiply radiocarbon dates placed at strategic places in the sequence where acceleration of the sedimentation rate is expected based both on dating and sedimentological features - see for instance Giguet-Covex et al. (2011).

Highly detailed sedimentological studies are thus absolutely necessary in order to recognize, document and characterize each flood-borne layer (Arnaud et al. 2002; Giguet-Covex et al., 2012; Wilhelm et al., 2013, 2012a, 2012b).

2.3.1. Documenting flood-borne deposits

This approach can only be applied when we are sure that a given deposit was flood-triggered (Nesje et al., 2001; Støren et al., 2010). Indeed, there are several other ways to bring coarse-grained deposits into mountain lakes, including aerial and subaqueous slope failures or avalanches (Wilhelm et al., 2016a,b). Passega proposed a simple bi-plot diagram (Q50 vs. Q90) to distinguish various transport processes within streams and rivers (Passega, 1964). This was based upon the fact that the transport capacity (tracked by Q90 values) of a water flow at a given velocity depends on its density, i.e. its fine particle load (tracked by Q50 values). We adapted Passega’s concept to lake sediments in order to distinguish between flood deposits and other coarse-grained deposits. Our basic assumption was that in Passega’s diagram, a poorly-loaded water flow will

---

**Fig. 3.** Schematic representation of the source to sink approach applied to the Arve/Rhône river system (source) and Lake Bourget (sink).
generate a deposit with grainsize characteristics close to the 1:1 line (Q50 = Q90). On the contrary, a highly sediment-loaded water flow will present a lower Q50, due to the abundance of a fine-grained matrix with a relatively higher Q90 due to high transport capacity. Such a deposit can also be distinguished in a sorting vs. asymmetry diagram, in which both parameters will be higher than for flood deposits (Arnaud et al., 2002; Lignier, 2001). This led us to distinguish grain-supported deposits, attributed to floods and matrix-supported deposits, attributed to sediment reworking following slope failures (Arnaud et al., 2002). Noticeably, we observed a direct avalanche deposit only once in all our studied lakes (Wilhelm et al., 2013).

The recognition of flood-triggered layers relies upon the high resolution observation of grain-size parameters from bottom to top in instantaneous deposit, i.e. a sediment layer or a sequence of superimposed layers that is remarkably different from background sedimentation. This is, however, almost impossible to apply on small-scale deposits which are smaller than the typical sampling steps for micrograinsize measurements (in general 5 mm). In such cases, we generally apply a site-dependent study based on a set of sediment cores, in order to deduce triggering processes of different layers from their spatial distribution within the lake: Lake Blanc Belledonne (Wilhelm et al., 2012a,b) and Lake Allos (Wilhelm et al., 2015). Indeed, flood deposits should be observed along a transect from the stream inlet to the centre of the lake, whereas deposits resulting from slope failures should come from any part of the lake. Of course slope failure could originate from steep delta slopes, in particular following earthquakes (Arnaud et al., 2006, 2002; Chapron et al., 1999; Doig, 1990; Nomade et al., 2005; Strasser et al., 2013; Wilhelm et al., 2016a). However, from our observations it appears that such deposits are in general thick enough to be studied in detail regarding their grainsize parameters and thus be distinguished from flood deposits as documented for lakes Anterne (Arnaud et al., 2002; Giguet-Covex et al., 2012) and Blanc Aiguilles Rouges (Wilhelm et al., 2013).

To overcome the question of detection and characterisation of small-scale flood deposits, we attempted to use high resolution geochemical logging (Giguet-Covex et al., 2012; Wilhelm et al., 2012a,b, 2013). Such a method is based upon a double observation: i) gravity segregation at the time of deposition of the flood layers leads to a sorting of transported grains from coarse to fine and from bottom to top of a given flood deposit and ii) in most cases this sorting can be tracked by changes in chemical composition of the terrigenous fraction. Fig. 4 displays 3 case studies for which different chemical ratios were used. In all cases geochemical logging allowed to detect the basal coarse layer of flood deposits. We then tried to push the method a step further to assess the intensity of flood events that generated such deposits.

### 2.3.2. Flood intensity

Grainsize and thickness are two of the flood layers characteristics that are generally said to be dependent on flood intensity (Nesje et al., 2001; Wilhelm et al., 2015). Regarding grainsize this is based upon Hjulström’s pioneer work that empirically linked the behaviour (i.e., erosion, transport or deposition) of a given particle size and a given velocity flow of pure water (Hjulström, 1935). We assumed that the maximum grainsize (Q90max) in a given flood deposit was reflecting the maximum current velocity during the flood event that transported it into the lake basin. In several cases, it was possible to link this parameter with a geochemical element ratio of thick sequences for which it was possible to measure grainsize parameters (Fig. 4). It was then possible to attribute an intensity level to flood deposits that were too small to be measured for grainsize.

We also investigated the relationship between Q90max and the thickness of flood sequences. We showed that in most cases there is a strong relationship between those characteristics (Fig. 5). However, in a given catchment area this relationship can be modified through time by environmental changes, in particular human-triggered disturbances leading to increased erosion rates. We evidenced a shift in grainsize vs. flood layer thickness due to Bronze Age early pasturising activities in Lake Anterne (Giguet-Covex et al., 2011). Interestingly this shift also increased the sensitivity of the catchment area to heavy rainfall-triggered erosion, thus enhancing the lake system’s capacity to record climate changes (Giguet-Covex et al., 2012). Thickness and grainsize of flood layers are thus highly complementary parameters as a disturbance in their relationship can be interpreted as a catchment-scale disturbance of erosion patterns.

### 2.3.3. Reconstructing erosion patterns from terrigenous lake sediments

Even if flood events are the primary mechanism bringing sediment into lakes dominated by terrigenous-deposits, the evolution of soil dynamics and land cover may also be recorded in such environments. In particular, the nature of terrigenous organic matter as well as the degree of mineral weathering can be used to decipher soil evolution and associated erosion patterns (Giguet-Covex et al., 2011; Mourier et al., 2010, 2008; Poulenaud, 2011). We showed at Lake Anterne that the post-glacial colonisation of superior plants in the catchment area resulted in a millennia-long drop in calcium content of terrigenous sediments (Giguet-Covex et al., 2011). This can be explained by preferential weathering of calcium carbonates in this catchment area composed of marls and limestones. From the same sequence we also evidenced changes in the erosion pattern by combining organic (oxygen vs. carbon proportion within organic matter) and minerogenic (ratio of mobile vs. immobile cations) markers of weathering degree of eroded materials. In particular, in the case of a single lithology catchment area, it is possible to distinguish material coming from deep vs. superficial soil horizons (Giguet-Covex et al., 2011).

### 3. Holocene erosion patterns in the Alps

#### 3.1. Lake Bourget as a regional reference record

Lake Bourget yielded the longest regional continuous erosion record currently available around the Alps (Arnaud et al., 2012; Debret et al., 2010). Reconstructions of both quantity and quality of erosion fluxes (Fig. 6A) allow discussing the evolution of erosion patterns throughout the Holocene on a regional basis. The recorded erosion history can be schematised in 5 periods.

**Period 1.** Between 11 and ca. 10 ka cal. BP the sediment flux is largely dominated by terrigenous input. However, this was due to a geomorphological configuration different from today. Indeed, the Rhône River was entering directly and permanently into Lake Bourget whereas nowadays it flowing into the lake only during major floods through the so-called Canal de Savière. Unfortunately, this shift was almost contemporaneous with a huge landslide that affected most of the lake basin, precluding a direct dating of the studied sediment core. However, the shift led to the accumulation of peat that was created in the backswamp. The study of this peat accumulation yields an approximate age of 10 ka cal. BP (Disnar et al., 2008) coherent with our assessment from the lake-core study, i.e. between 10.5 and 9.5 ka cal. BP (Arnaud et al., 2012). Moreover, the study of the Rhône floodplain indicated that the Upper Rhône bottom load surpassed Lake Bourget starting just after 10 ka cal. BP (Salvador and Berger, 2014). The inferred terrigenous flux from that period is not comparable with the one to follow. However, we observe that the nature of the sediment is dominated...
by poorly weathered material (high K/Ti ratio) with a relatively small contribution of the currently glaciated Mont Blanc Massif (εNd < –10).

Period II. Between 9.5 and 4.7 ka cal. BP, terrigenous fluxes are very low, ranging from 10 to 30 mg cm⁻² a⁻¹, with a mean close to 15 mg cm⁻² a⁻¹ at site LDB01-I (Arnaud and Révillon, 2015). Regarding the nature of the eroded material the period should be divided in two parts. From 9.5 to 7.4 ka cal. BP the physical erosion seems to dominate the weathering processes as indicated by high K/Ti values. Moreover the εNd close to –9 points to an important contribution from the Mont Blanc massif. From 7.4 to 4.7 ka cal. BP chemical weathering increases at a regional scale as shown by lower K/Ti values. The concomitant drop in εNd values indicates an increasing contribution of lower elevation terrains to the sediment flux which remains very low. This shift in erosion source is further confirmed by the floodplain record that points to a major change in fluvial patterns and dynamics of the river Rhône around 7 ka cal. BP (Salvador and Berger, 2014).

Period III. From 4.7 to 1.6 ka cal. BP terrigenous fluxes slightly increase, ranging most of the time between 20 and 40 mg cm⁻² a⁻¹, with maximum values exceeding 50 mg cm⁻² a⁻¹ during short periods of increased terrigenous flux. Noticeably, this change in terrigenous flux does not seem to be accompanied by a change in erosion source (cf. K/Ti ratio) which remains dominated by highly weathered material except during the longest erosion periods around 4.2 ka cal. BP and during the last 5 centuries of period III. Indeed, from 2.2 to 1.6 ka cal. BP we observe a markedly increasing trend in terrigenous flux that exceeds the value of 0.1 g cm⁻² a⁻¹ around 1.9 ka cal. BP for the first time since the Rhône River shift. This increasing trend is accompanied by a continuous increase of the K/Ti ratio indicating that physical erosion tended to become preponderant upon chemical weathering, whereas the provenance seems to have remained constant as indicated by stable εNd values of –10.61, which is significantly lower than during the 4.2 ka cal. BP erosion period (–10.39 in average).

Period IV. At 1.6 ka cal. BP a major shift in terrigenous input is recorded in Lake Bourget. Indeed, during two erosion peaks from 1.6 to 1.3 ka cal. BP (i.e. from 350 to 650 AD) and even more from 0.8 to 0.05 ka cal. BP (i.e. 1150 to 1900 AD) the terrigenous flux was always above 100 mg cm⁻² a⁻¹ and reached the highest value of 700 mg cm⁻² a⁻¹. During that period, the K/Ti ratio follows the terrigenous input, indicating that the excess of erosion was produced by physical erosion. Moreover, during the main peaks in terrigenous flux we observe a shift in provenance marked by a rise in εNd values. This suggests that a substantial part of the excess in erosion originates from the Mont Blanc crystalline massif.

Period V. Since 0.05 ka cal BP (i.e., since 1900 AD), the terrigenous flux in Lake Bourget dropped back to values that were common prior to 1.6 ka cal. BP just as the K/Ti ratio, indicating a relative decrease in physical erosion processes at a regional scale.

The interest of the erosion reconstruction at Lake Bourget is largely due to the large size of the catchment area. However, over such a surface area, there is a great diversity of phenomena that potentially modified the erosion signal as it is recorded in the sediment. Among the potential causes of the evolution of erosion patterns, one can list i) climate change, mainly through changes in precipitation patterns; ii) glacier dynamics which can modulate the production rate of glacial clay; iii) soil-vegetation dynamics, affecting slope stability and iv) human land-use, mainly through deforestation and over-pasturing. Studying the quality of erosion products permitted to partly disentangle these factors. Moreover, we completed our investigation by i) studying smaller-scale lake systems in the Northern French Alps, in order to reconstruct what have been the local perturbations of the erosion cycle along an altitudinal gradient and ii) comparing those records with other independent records from all over the Alps, i.e. reconstructions of

Fig. 4. Geochemical ratios vs. grainsize parameter (Q90) from lakes Blanc Aiguilles Rouges (Wilhelm et al., 2013), Belledonne (Wilhelm et al., 2012a) and Allos (Wilhelm et al., 2012b).

Fig. 5. Thickness of flood layers vs. maximum grainsize (Q90max) from lakes Anterne (Giguet-Covex et al., 2011), Blanc Aiguilles Rouges (Wilhelm et al., 2013) and Allos (Wilhelm et al., 2012b).
3.2. Erosion and glacier fluctuations

In high-altitude mountain areas, such as the inner European Alps, glaciers are one of the most outstanding geomorphic agents acting on erosion. Indeed, glacial-interglacial oscillations literally paced the sediment budget over the last hundreds of thousands of years (Hinderer, 2001; Hinderer et al., 2013). As a matter of fact, the last deglaciation resulted in a rapid infilling of over-deepened alpine valleys. Since the early Holocene, the flux of glacier-eroded material drastically dropped in response both to glacier recession and to the conquest of formerly ice-covered surfaces by vegetation. In perialpine lakes like Lake Bourget, this resulted in a drastic drop in sedimentation rates (Ndiaye et al., 2014; van Rensbergen et al., 1999). However, even during the Holocene, a marked influence of glaciers on the erosion budget has been noticed in several
proglacial lake records (Glur et al., 2015; Guyard et al., 2007; Leemann and Niessen, 1994; Simonneau et al., 2014). One may, however, ask if such an influence was recorded in Lake Bourget sediment, i.e. at a regional scale. We reported in Fig. 6 (B and C) most of the available data about Holocene glacier dynamics in the Alps in order to compare them with the regional erosion record from Lake Bourget. Over several thousand years one observes a similar pattern in proglacial lakes and Lake Bourget signals. This points out an increase in erosion during the second half of the Holocene, whereas the timing of this shift seems to be site-dependent: ca. 5.2 ka cal. BP at Lake Blanc Huez (Simonneau et al., 2014), 4.2 ka cal. BP at Lake Bourget (Arnaud et al., 2012) and 3.2 ka cal. BP at Lake Silvaplana (Leemann and Niessen, 1994). This corroborates the nowadays consensus that alpine glaciers were more retreated than today over more than half of the Holocene (Goehring et al., 2011; Hormes et al., 2001; Joerin et al., 2006a; Nicolussi and Patzelt, 2000). On a shorter time-scale a comparison for the early Holocene period (prior to 5 ka cal. BP) is only possible with the Blanc Huez record (Simonneau et al., 2014) and with the low resolution synthesis by Ivy-Ochs et al. (2009). There seems to be a certain fit between classically recognised phases of glacier advances. However, by that time the terrigenous flux is very weak and at the regional scale. One can get much more information for the second half of the Holocene, and especially since 4 ka cal. BP, with the detailed tree-ring-based reconstructions of Aletsch (Holzhauser et al., 2005) and Mer de Glace (Le Roy et al., 2015), glacier advances as well as the lake sediment-based reconstruction of the glacier dynamics of Titlis (Glur et al., 2015). Over that period, most of Lake Bourget erosion signals are contemporaneous with glacier advances recorded elsewhere. A noticeable exception is the period between 2.4 and 1.8 ka cal. BP when there is no obvious relationship between erosion and glacier fluctuations. The shift between Lake Bourget erosion periods III and IV is also well-marked in glacier dynamics, as the two last glacier advances are the most important and extended ones (Holzhauser et al., 2005; Le Roy et al., 2015).

Obviously, glacier dynamics and erosion evolved concomitantly during most of the Holocene. However such an observation does
not imply a direct cause to effect relationship. Indeed, both could have been paced by the same forcing factors, i.e. climate change, without being directly linked together. This question remains hard to address, however some evidences tend to link both phenomena. First of all, the Trüebsee record attests the existence of high altitude sediment sources that directly depend on glacier activity (Glur et al., 2015). Downstream, the perfect match of the two last glacier advances - i.e. 350–650 AD and 1150–1900 AD - with a tenfold increase in terrigenous flux and a source shift toward the Mont Blanc crystalline massif (Arnaud et al., 2012) point to the noticeable contribution of this high altitude source in the late Holocene excess of terrigenous supply. At least for those two last periods, even if changes in terrigenous supply would have been mainly driven by hydrological conditions, more or less modulated by land-use, glacier dynamics obviously reinforced them. To go a step further and quantify the role of glacial erosion in the sediment budget throughout the Holocene the authors would require to measure the ᵙ¹³C at higher resolution and to calculate the relative contribution of different sediment sources.

### 3.3. Erosion and hydrological patterns

Reconstruction of terrigenous input is often presented as mirroring hydroclimatic changes (e.g. Haug, 2001). In the case of the Northern French Alps we came to the same conclusion studying the terrigenous signal of Lake Bourget. This conclusion is supported by the general agreement of this signal with the independent reconstruction of the River Rhône hydro-sedimentary dynamics (Salvador and Berger, 2014, Fig. 7c and d). Moreover, when compared with independent records, a general pattern for Holocene paleohydrology can be drawn (Fig. 7). Interpreted as a paleohydrological reconstruction, the evolution of terrigenous discharge in Lake Bourget (Fig. 7e) presents a maximum for the Early Holocene, a drastic drop around 10 ka cal. BP and a re-increasing trend since 4.4 ka cal. BP, culminating during the Little Ice Age prior to a strong decrease over the last century. A similar pattern can be deduced from lake level-based hydroclimate reconstructions in the vicinity of Lake Bourget (Lake Cerin, Fig. 7h; Magny et al., 2011). When comparing it to growing evidences that alpine glaciers were most of the time more retrograded than today during first half of the Holocene (Goehring et al., 2011; Hornes et al., 2001; Ivy-Ochs et al., 2009; Joerin et al., 2006a, Fig. 6C), one may assume that such a "reduced-glacier state" of the Alps was at least partly due to particularly dry conditions. Looking at the Holocene reconstructions of extreme floods (Giguët-Covex et al., 2011; Wirth et al., 2013b, Fig. 7a and b) the same pattern appears, suggesting a correlation between the frequency of extreme floods recorded in high altitude lakes, and average precipitation recorded both by large pelialpine lake records and by lake-level reconstructions.

It is remarkable that even for short-lived fluctuations of erosion a link with climate oscillation evidenced elsewhere can be found (Arnaud et al., 2012). The most outstanding temporal fit is probably the almost perfect match of Lake Bourget and the River Rhône discharge record with the distant record of the Rhine discharge into Lake Constance (Wessels, 1998, Fig. 3f) between 5 and 1 ka cal. BP. A similar pattern is observed for Lake Ammersee flood records (Swierczynski et al., 2013, Fig. 7g), except around 2000 cal. BP when a period of higher flood frequency is recorded only in Ammersee. However, looking at the details these conclusions must be temperate. Indeed, we showed that the link between precipitation and erosion can never be considered as a direct transfer function. To our knowledge, very few studies were able to give a quantified relationship between erosion signals and precipitation parameters. Trachsel et al. (2008) for instance, found a relationship between a mineralogical ratio and hydroclimate parameters. However, it was calibrated over the instrumental measurement period and there is no guarantee that such a relationship remains stable along millennia. To verify this, one should model the relative impact of all forcing factors on erosion, which still remains a scientific challenge.

Another attempt of quantification was performed for Lake Bourget over the last century through the reconstruction of water discharge related to past extreme floods (Jenny et al., 2014). Due to the complex sedimentological features of large lakes, we had to use a set of 24 sediment cores in order to map and assess the volume of flood deposits associated to the 30 largest floods over the last 250 years. A calibration with monitoring data revealed a significant relationship between sediment volume deposited by each flood event and water discharge of individual historic events. This is probably a track to be followed in order to reconstruct past discharge events. However, one may not completely rule out the fact that the relationship between sediment and water discharge can vary through time, just like shown for high altitude Lake Anterne (Giguët-Covex et al., 2012).

In high altitude systems dominated by terrigenous sediments, erosion flux largely depends on the occurrence of extreme events. For instance, in Lake Anterne the "FloodAlp!" project (Anselmetti et al., 2014; Gili et al., 2013; Glur et al., 2015, 2013, Wirth et al., 2013a, 2013b) permitted the establishment of 15 original lake sediment-based flood chronicles (including Lake Ledro) along a north-south transect throughout the Central Alps, from 200 up to more than 2000m in altitude. One of the main outputs was the establishment of two remarkable Holocene flood-frequency curves for the northern and the southern flanks of the Central Alps, stacking 10 and 5 lake records, respectively (Wirth et al., 2013b). We reported the Northern Alps curve in Fig. 7a. Such a dataset does not exist for the French Alps where the sequence of Lake Anterne is only a Holocene high altitude flood series (Giguët-Covex et al., 2012, Fig. 7b). Both curves display a similar general pattern like the Lake Bourget terrigenous input signal, whereas they differ in details.

Over the last 1400 years (Fig. 8), data from lakes Blanc Aiguilles Rouges (Wilhelm et al., 2013, Fig. 6c), Anterne (Giguët-Covex et al., 2012, Fig. 8d) and Allos (Wilhelm et al., 2012b, Fig. 8e) provided reconstructions of flood frequency and intensity. Brought together with the regional records of Lake Bourget (Fig. 8a) and the northern Alps flood activity curve (Fig. 8b) those high altitude records reveal a strong and common reaction to the so-called Little Ice Age cold spell which corresponds with an increase in flood frequency at high
elevation sites and a rise in terrigenous flux at a regional scale. However, high frequency decadal variability is far less coherent. The climatic interpretation lies beyond the scope of this review, however, results from high altitude records highlight the complex response of the hydrological cycle to climate change. Based on those results we pointed out that colder periods generally favour higher flood frequency all around the Alps, but they are marked by high flood intensity only in the Southern Alps (Wilhelm et al., 2012b). In order to confirm this hypothesis, further paleostudies are required to tackle in detail both the intensity and the geographic extension of past extreme flood events in the Alps.

Regarding the Holocene erosion history of the Alps, studies of high altitude terrigenous-dominated lake sediment records pointed to the extreme dependence of upper catchment areas to climate changes and in particular to the evolution of extreme events, both in frequency and in intensity. However, we also showed that the relationship between heavy precipitation and the deposit of a given “flood layer” can be modulated by landscape dynamics, in particular under human pressure. For Lake Anterne, we show that the vulnerability of soils to heavy rainfall-induced erosion increased around 3.5 ka cal. BP (Giguet-Covex et al., 2012) with the reinforcement of pasturing activities (Giguet-Covex et al., 2014). In that particular case, this resulted in a more accurate record of high frequency climate variability over the last 3500 years, but precluded a direct comparison with previous periods. As a consequence, this point needs to be taken into account seriously when establishing geological records of past flood patterns, particularly in the European Alps where human activities in the mountains began as early as Neolithic (ca. 7 ka cal. BP). As a consequence, caution is advised for any flood reconstruction from lake systems located in areas suited for human activities.

### 3.4. Erosion and soil dynamics

Changes in human land-use and more generally speaking, changes in land-cover, affect erosion patterns in a way that can be recorded by geological archives (Dearing, 1983; Dearing et al., 1987, 1986; Foster et al., 1985; Gillieson et al., 1986; Oldfield et al., 1980). As a consequence, climate is not the sole forcing of erosion processes. In the 2000s the key was to “disentangle human and natural – i.e climatic - signals” (Lottermoser et al., 1997; Zolitschka et al., 2003) or even “to clean the climate signal from human

---

**Fig. 8.** [A] a) Lake Bourget terrigenous contribution (Arnaud et al., 2012) compared to [B] high altitude summer floods activity stacks from b) northern and f) southern Alps [Wirth et al., 2013b] and [C] flood frequency (black) and intensity (grey) records from single lakes displayed north to south: c) Lake Blanc Aiguille Rouges (Wilhelm et al., 2013), d) Lake Anterne (Giguet-Covex et al., 2012), e) Lake Allos (Wilhelm et al., 2012b). Blue boxes highlight colder periods: Dark Age (DA) and Little Ice Age, orange boxes highlight warm periods: Medieval Warm Period and Global Warming (GW). Black dashed lines mark frequency thresholds fixed at 50% in a, b and f and site-dependent in c, d and e. Red dashed lines and vertical bars mark intensity thresholds fixed at 1.5 cm in c and 5 cm in d and e.
noise” (Jones et al., 2013). Interestingly, some years before the aim was “to clean up the geodynamic signal from the climate noise” (Beck et al., 1996). The recent emergence of the Anthropocene concept and the growth of interest for sustainability reactivated the interest to understand to what extent erosion patterns were modified by human activities in the recent past. It was argued that human-triggered erosion changes (Poirier et al., 2011), soil transformation (Cerrini and Scalenche, 2011) or the effect of land-use on the carbon cycle (Ruddiman, 2003) could define the Anthropocene period itself.

In our case, we carried out a process-based study without any a priori forcing factor. In that sense, we follow the line drawn by Costanza et al. (2007) and try to decipher an “integrated history of humans and the rest of the Nature”. We synthesized in Fig. 9 the results from 5 10,000-years-long sediment sequences taken along an altitudinal gradient in the Northern French Alps from 230 to 2060m asl. Their catchment areas span a vertical gradient of 4600 m and a large range of land-cover conditions (from forested soils to glacier-covered bare rocks) and land-uses (agriculture, forestry, pasturing). We observe a general rise in erosion signals during the last 10 ka localised small catchment areas as well as in the regional record of Lake Bourget.

In the earliest periods (10–4.2 ka cal. BP), erosion is generally very low in the Alps and not detectable at lowest altitudes (Lakes Moras, Paladru, La Thuile; Fig. 9c, d, e) that were covered by forest for thousands of years. In higher altitudes (Lake Anterne; Fig. 9a, b) soil formation processes are active until at least 8 ka cal. BP and documented by a continuous drop in Ca content in the sediment (Fig 9a), tracking a noticeable weathering activity. Until 8 ka cal. BP, the regional record of Lake Bourget is dominated by poorly weathered sediment source without apparent reinforce-ment. To clean up the geodynamic signal from the climate noise (Fig. 7c, f) confirms that the conquest of soils towards highest elevation is still ongoing.

Soil formation appears to reach a climax around 8 ka cal. BP when evidences of relatively dense vegetation (David, 2010a, 2010b; Pansu et al., 2015) and stabilisation of weathering processes (Gigué-Covex et al., 2011) are recorded within Lake Anterne catchment area. In Lake Bourget the K/Ti ratio (Fig. 9g) drops around 8 ka cal. BP pointing to the dominance of weathering processes upon physical erosion. This confirms the onset of the Holo-cene pedogenesis optimum at 8 ka cal. BP. However, the drop in ɛNd values indicates a drop in contribution from Mont Blanc. It does not permit to rule out the influence of a provenance change, e.g. the stabilisation of soft sediments inherited from the glacial period.

A first threshold was reached between 5 and 4 ka cal. BP, when the regime of soil formation appeared to change. This corresponds to the onset of the so-called Holocene Neoglacial period (Davis et al., 2003; Deline and Ormbelli, 2005). In our records, it is marked in Lake Anterne by a return to oxic bottom water condi-tions, the rise in flood frequency (Fig. 9b) and a trend toward the erosion of uppermost soil horizons (Gigué-Covex et al., 2011). At that time DNA data point to the rapid recession of arboreal plants and associated ecosystems (Pansu et al., 2015). Around 4 ka cal. BP a drastic drop in arboreal pollen and more particularly in fir pollen is also noticed in the catchment area of Lake Anterne (David, 2010a) which confirms the recession trend of the forest ecosystem. At a regional scale, the erosion period between 4.6 and 3.8 ka cal. BP, evidenced both in lakes Bourget and Constance, marks the return of a poorly weathered sediment source without apparent reinforce-ment of the Mont Blanc provenance. This points to the return of physical erosion conditions at a period when important climate changes occur in the Alps (Magee et al., 2009; Schmidt et al., 2002).

Whatever is the cause, a threshold was reached around 4 ka cal. BP: since then the regional erosion signal remained higher than during the previous 5 millennia. Until 2.2 ka cal. BP, rapid and moderate fluctuations in erosion — recorded both in lakes Bourget and Constance - are accompanied in Lake Bourget by recurrent drops in K/Ti indicating short intensifications of erosion processes. The climatic origin of those wiggles is suggested by the perfect match between the records from lakes Bourget and Constance (Fig. 7c, f). Their geochemical signature in Lake Bourget suggests a rise of the Mont-Blanc source and/or an increase in physical erosion rates following those short-lived and low intensity climate oscil-lations. By that time Lake Anterne experienced a continuous rise in apparent flood frequency, but also an intensification of soil-erosion processes (Gigué-Covex et al., 2011). This was interpreted by Gigué-Covex et al. (2012) as the result of a reinforcement of pasturing activities and further confirmed by the oldest evidence of sheep DNA from sediment of Lake Anterne dated to 3.5 ka cal. BP (Gigué-Covex et al., 2014).

At lowest elevation sites, despite evidences of Bronze Age hu-man occupations (Jacob et al., 2009, 2008a; Magny et al., 2012), none of our low altitude lake records experienced any rise in erosion at that period. Similarly and despite evidences of land-use, pollen records indicate the persistence of dense forests around each of the three sites (Bajard et al., 2015; Doyen et al., 2013; Simonneau et al., 2013b) as well as around Lake Bourget (Sauthier and Richard, 2009). However, Jacob et al. (2009) noticed a change in agricultural practices at 3.7–4 ka cal. BP when the first presence of broomcorn millet in the Alps was revealed by the detection of a specific biomarker (the so-called “millilacine”) in the Lake Bourget sediment record. At that time, another molecule - 3,3,7-trimethyl-1,2,3,4-tetrahydrocycrose (TTHC) — was detected and interpreted as a marker of erosion from uppermost soil horizons. The same conclusion was proposed around Lake Paladru based on a peak in soil organic remains (Simonneau et al., 2013b).

To summarize, it seems that Bronze Age agricultural practices were such that they did not generate deforestation or erosion in low altitudes where they, however, led to moderate erosion of uppermost soil horizons. On the contrary, at higher altitudes the reinforcement of pastoral activities led to a marked rise in physical erosion intensity which made those environments more sensitive to climate oscillations. This last observation is in agreement with data from the Northern and Central Alps which dated the onset of intensive land-use at high altitudes around 3.5 ka cal. BP (Schmidt et al., 2002).

A very important threshold was subsequently reached during the late Iron Age, around 2.2 ka cal. BP (ca. 200 BCE). At that time a drastic rise in erosion occurred at low altitude sites, especially in lakes Moras and Paladru catchment areas, in which no measurable erosion signal had been recorded before. At Lake La Thuile the rise occurred slightly earlier and was less marked. In all three cases, the human cause of this period of intense erosion leaves no doubt as it was accompanied by pollen related to forest clearance (drop in arboreal pollen, presence of charcoal in Lake Paladru) and pasturing (ruderal plants). For Lake Anterne we showed (Fig. 5) that the contemporaneous rise in flood frequency was accompanied by a decoupling between flood-layer grainsize (tracking current velocity) and thickness (tracking the sediment yield) (Gigué-Covex et al., 2012). This is interpreted as a major human-triggered disturbance of the catchment and was further attested by the discovery of archaeological pastoral remains and above all the detection of more cattle and sheep DNA in the sediment than in any other period. The intensity of this erosion phase in Anterne was such that the eroded material went very close to the signature of bedrock. This observation questions the sustainability of human practices by that time which probably affected the productivity of alpine ecosystems. Finally, the comparison with purely climatic records, such as the Mer de Glace glacier chronicle (Le Roy et al., 2015, Fig. 9b) for instance, indicates there was no climate change at that time to trigger such a change in erosion. At a regional scale,
this period is only marked by a relatively moderate rise of terrigenous input in the Lake Bourget record. This can be explained by relatively dry climate conditions (glacier recession) which did not permit to export the sediment that was mobilised in higher parts of the catchment area. It was probably stored at their slope toe and in floodplains, due to low hydrological competence of streams. Noticeably, this erosion phase in Lake Bourget is the only which does not correspond to a period of intense floods in Lake Constance (Fig. 7f; Wessels, 1998). One may notice a shift in erosion patterns toward stronger physical erosion in response to the stronger incision throughout the Rhône catchment area. This increase in erosion is disconnected from any known local climate change, we are attempted to attribute it to practices of human landuse.

The last 2000 years in the French Alps were marked by large oscillations in erosion patterns. The general trend is dominated by the so-called “Dark Age” and “Little Ice Age” cold spells which led to increases of regional sediment export as recorded in Lake Bourget. However, at the scale of small catchment areas the picture is not that clear. At lowest altitudes, lakes Moras and Paladru catchment areas rapidly recovered from the Late Iron Age extreme erosion export of sediment toward remote sinks lasted until 1.8 ka cal. BP (ca. 200 AD). During these more than four centuries, local populations apparently specialised in farming and more particularly pasturing which drastically changed the landscape even at low altitudes. Further studies would be necessary to assess the impact of that period on alpine ecosystems, biodiversity and functioning as well as its heritage through time, potentially until today.

![Regional synthesis of erosion records following an altitudinal gradient: Lake Anterne a) CaO% and b) flood frequency (Giguet-Covex et al., 2011); terrigenous signals in lakes c) La Thuile (Bajard et al., 2015), d) Paladru (Simonneau et al., 2013b) and e) Moras (Doyen et al., 2013); Lake Bourget f) terrigenous flux (Arnaud and Revillon, 2015) and g) K/Ti (Arnaud et al., 2012) compared with h) the reconstruction of Mer de Glace glacier fluctuations (Le Roy et al., 2015). Note the 5 times magnification of f) displayed between 7 and 1.8 cal BP. Numbers close to lake names are the altitudes of the lake itself and of the uppermost part of their catchment area (in brackets). Blue colour indicates important terrigenous inputs or glacier advance; green vs. white colours mirror highly vs. poorly weathered eroded material. Roman numbers refer to periods of erosion changes in Lake Bourget introduced in Fig. 6. The orange box highlights the supposed period of high human impact on erosion from 200 BCE to 400 AD.](image-url)
phase, reaching a new steady state. This seems to have been a response to the onset of cultural meadows which were protective enough to preserve soils from erosion in those hilly landscapes. In both cases, the Dark Age is hardly detectable in terms of erosion. The Little Ice Age is slightly more marked at Lake Moras and clearly defined at Lake Paladru, particularly in the early stages of the period. At Lake Anterne the same scheme appears with virtually no signal during the Dark Age when the catchment probably recovered from the previous over-grazing period. Strong erosion is thereafter recorded in the second half of the Little Ice Age when pasturing activities reached a new maximum. Remarkably, the Lake La Thuile record displays a completely different pattern. Here the maximum of erosion is reached during the early Middle Age, when all other records are at minimum. The subsequent decrease in soil erosion, i.e. during the Little Ice Age, could be attributed to abandoned cultural landscapes due to harsh climate conditions. However, we are not convinced by this hypothesis as we know from historic sources that this region was intensively inhabited during the whole modern times. This is also supported by pollen data which do not point to any abandonment of human activities (Bajard et al., 2015). We tend to think that humans adapted their practices more or less intentionally, in order to limit erosion processes and make them more sustainable. Confirming this interpretation remains challenging. Unpublished DNA data evidence the onset of fruit-tree cultivation by that time (Giguet-Covex, 2015; Giguet-Covex et al., submitted) and tend to support this view. If confirmed, this would change our point of view on human practices and erosion, pointing to the fact that humans as a geological factor are able to intentionally modify and preserve the ecosystem services from which they depend.

Our records are not detailed enough to discuss human impacts on erosion processes of the last century. However, this would be an interesting research topic as this period was marked both by an abandonment of agricultural practices and by the intense reinforcement of human presence at high altitudes with the development of tourism, especially in ski resorts. The generally recorded trend points to a drastic drop in sediment transfer over the last century in the studied catchments. Noticeably, the imprint of human societies shifted from the export of eroded material toward the input of nutrients in water bodies, leading to a rapid and intense eutrophication.

4. Conclusions and perspectives

Over the last 15 years, we studied erosion processes and their evolution throughout the Holocene. We were able to create knowledge about Holocene hydroclimate variability and growing human influence upon Alpine landscapes. Erosion-based paleohydrological studies thus confirmed glacier-based studies arguing in favour of a particularly dry period between 10 and 4 ka cal. BP in the European Alps. This is marked both in terms of regional erosion pattern (Arnaud et al., 2012) and flood frequency (Wirth et al., 2013b). At a higher temporal and spatial resolution it was also possible to propose decoupled dynamics between the northern and the southern Alps regarding temperature, flood frequency and flood intensity (Wilhelm et al., 2016b, 2013, 2012b). This highlights the complexity of precipitation-pattern responses to climate change at a regional scale.

Based on a better knowledge of hydroclimate fluctuations and novel human activity proxies, we highlighted a human-triggered erosion anomaly at the end of the Iron Age in the Northern French Alps. The spatial extension of this anomaly is not yet fully documented. This demonstrates the importance of developing a dense network of observations in order to detect and explain human-induced disturbances and to assess their relative importance in terms of local to global changes.

We documented the importance of developing ambitious research programs focused on the search for an accurate time-space description of erosion dynamics. This is now made possible by a growing capacity of analytical tools, in particular non-destructive techniques. However we also showed that novel proxies and detailed process analyses are required to move knowledge frontiers a step forward. Paleoscientists should collaborate together on multiproxy studies focusing on a selection of sites chosen because they can help to answer specific questions, rather than using new approaches in new sites. From our experience, this gave tremendous and unexpected results when we re-used sediment cores several years after their collection, using proxies we did not even expect to exist when the core was taken (Giguet-Covex et al., 2014; Jacob et al., 2008a). Generalising sample re-use will only be possible if the scientific community is able to wisely preserve, curate and make available samples from well-studied sediment sequences. Only this will permit capitalising successively acquired knowledge as well as developing new proxies.

We schematised in Fig. 10 the relationship between mountain lakes characteristics and the kind of information that can be expected from their terrigenous sediment. Basically it shows that the sensitivity of such systems to human impact is higher while their catchment area is smaller. In general this catchment area is smaller for higher altitude lakes, however, over a certain altitude — that is site-dependent — the agronomic potential drastically drops making the probability of human disturbance very low. This model points the importance of considering each record as itself and of leading spatiotemporal multi-parameters studies in order to tackle the spatial influences.
and temporal complexity of human-climate-environment interactions.

Finally, just as it is obvious that the confrontation of proxies with paleoclimate model outputs was the key to modern scientific understanding of global climate dynamics, the same should now be performed regarding complex interplays ruling the evolution of the Earth critical zone. Elementary modules (erosion, vegetation dynamics, soil pedogenesis, weathering) are well known. However, we still miss an integrated model that takes account of the large-scale environmental changes of lake Geneva (lac Léman) from 2100 BP geochronology (Lake Anterne, NW Alps). Terra Nova 14, 225–232. http://dx.doi.org/10.1179/09596830019455020.

Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data related to this article can be found at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.quascirev.2016.09.018.
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